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“Florence and Damien Bachelot are exemplary collectors. In a little over twenty five years, they have put together one of the 

best collections of the 20th Century photography 

acquire vintage prints of an exceptional quality and to favor 

which are more abstract and serve a sort of aesthetic back

photography. For them, collecting is a sort 

reactions, enthusiastic burts, more or less eccentric judgments and joyful expectations.

interested in prints made by French humanist ph

and Cartier-Bresson – and then their curiosity shifted to Americans 

Meyerowitz – which renforced a collaction already

Couturier and Ambroise Tezenas”. 

Françoise Docquiert 
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Hazel Collins is an interior designer, fine art consultant and collector living in London. Hailing from a long line of artists, her 

interest in art and design began early with photography becoming a key focus as a young adult in the early 1980s, a time 

when photography’s collectability was still a fairly niche pursuit.

proud owner of works by Doisneau, Avedon, Horst and Warhol. Although her favourite is a photograph taken by her hu

in the early 60’ of Marilyn Monroe stepping onto the platform at Paddington Station carrying her luggage which she has tied 

up with string.  Hazel attributes her personal collection to a combination of instinct and emotional response 

an immediate connection between the eye and the image” 

photography. “The intention and result may be unequivocally art

within an image, be it the style of pose and ligh

objects within them] or even abstract compositions that represent a wave of experimentation specific to an age.” 

 Professionally, Hazel’s inspiration resides in clean spaces and

garde furniture and art works. The art, as she puts it, makes a space come to life and tell a story that is individual and 

supremely captivating: “What is more deeply you, than a piece of art 
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DAMIEN BACHELOT 

are exemplary collectors. In a little over twenty five years, they have put together one of the 

best collections of the 20th Century photography – today more than six hundred items- following two principles : to exclusively 

eptional quality and to favor – now with more and more exceptions 

which are more abstract and serve a sort of aesthetic back-and-forth, still today a common thread through the history of 

photography. For them, collecting is a sort of intellectual construction, patiently built from examples, impulses, sometimes blind 

reactions, enthusiastic burts, more or less eccentric judgments and joyful expectations. At first, the Bachelot were more 

interested in prints made by French humanist photographers – including Brassaï, Robert Doisneau, Willy Ronis, Janine Niepce 

and then their curiosity shifted to Americans – Sid Grossman, Bruce Davidson, Nan Goldin, Saul Leiter, Joel 

which renforced a collaction already enriched by younger photographers such Lisa Rose, Luc Delahaye, Stephane 

is an interior designer, fine art consultant and collector living in London. Hailing from a long line of artists, her 

interest in art and design began early with photography becoming a key focus as a young adult in the early 1980s, a time 

’s collectability was still a fairly niche pursuit. Little by little, she began buying photography and is the 

proud owner of works by Doisneau, Avedon, Horst and Warhol. Although her favourite is a photograph taken by her hu

n Monroe stepping onto the platform at Paddington Station carrying her luggage which she has tied 

Hazel attributes her personal collection to a combination of instinct and emotional response 

the eye and the image” -  Hazel is also passionate about the historical essence of 

photography. “The intention and result may be unequivocally art-based, but there are always indicators of a time and place 

within an image, be it the style of pose and lighting [in portraiture], the literal capturing of our streets and homes [and the 

objects within them] or even abstract compositions that represent a wave of experimentation specific to an age.” 

Professionally, Hazel’s inspiration resides in clean spaces and rational planning that blends in traditional details and avant

garde furniture and art works. The art, as she puts it, makes a space come to life and tell a story that is individual and 

supremely captivating: “What is more deeply you, than a piece of art that you are intrinsically drawn to?!” 
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are exemplary collectors. In a little over twenty five years, they have put together one of the 

following two principles : to exclusively 

now with more and more exceptions – black-and-white prints 

forth, still today a common thread through the history of 

of intellectual construction, patiently built from examples, impulses, sometimes blind 

At first, the Bachelot were more 

, Robert Doisneau, Willy Ronis, Janine Niepce 

Sid Grossman, Bruce Davidson, Nan Goldin, Saul Leiter, Joel 

enriched by younger photographers such Lisa Rose, Luc Delahaye, Stephane 

is an interior designer, fine art consultant and collector living in London. Hailing from a long line of artists, her 

interest in art and design began early with photography becoming a key focus as a young adult in the early 1980s, a time 

Little by little, she began buying photography and is the 

proud owner of works by Doisneau, Avedon, Horst and Warhol. Although her favourite is a photograph taken by her husband 

n Monroe stepping onto the platform at Paddington Station carrying her luggage which she has tied 

Hazel attributes her personal collection to a combination of instinct and emotional response - “when there is 

Hazel is also passionate about the historical essence of 

based, but there are always indicators of a time and place 

ting [in portraiture], the literal capturing of our streets and homes [and the 

objects within them] or even abstract compositions that represent a wave of experimentation specific to an age.” 

rational planning that blends in traditional details and avant-

garde furniture and art works. The art, as she puts it, makes a space come to life and tell a story that is individual and 

that you are intrinsically drawn to?!”  
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Charles Jing earned a MFA Degree in Photography from Maryland Institute College of Art USA in 1992. In 1998 he 

founded CJI Group LTD, a leading manufacturing company specialized in packaging. He started collecting consistently XX 

century masterpieces of photography in 2006, and just after 10 years he owns more than 2000 pieces. His collection has 

been included in many publications and it was displayed in numerous museums and exhibition venues. His collection 

features significant examples of contemporary photography and it is especially focused on Chinese artists.  In 2013 Mr. 

Jing became the majority owner of SIPA Press in Paris and he also owns SIPA USA, SIPA China. In 2014 he founded CIPA 

Gallery  located in the Caochangdi District  in Beijing and specialized in photography. Charles Jing is currently considered 

the leading American-Chinese photography collector in the world. 
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Dominique and Sylvain Levy are French collectors, founders of the dslcollection. Initiated at the very beginning of the 

21st Century, dslcollection focuses exclusively on contemporary works. The collection is mainly concerned with artists 

from China as emerging country on the world scene, redefining the countours of a new world order. Born into a screen-

based world, and definitely nomadic, the dslcollection chose the globalised territory of the digital world: since 2005 (the 

year of the first video posted on Youtube ) they have a website, later they developed before a 2D and then a 3D 

museum, in 2012 they added a museum on Second Life and now they are using technologies such as augmented reality 

and virtual reality. 
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Hans Porsche is an agronomist and business angel with a long track record in sustainable production of agricultural 

goods and services. As a co-founder and director of HP-Capital Partners, an investment company focusing on early stage 

private equity investments and opportunities relating to the sustainable use of natural resources, he is in charge of 

identifying and managing HP-Capital Partners resources related portfolio.  Beside his professional occupation, Hans 

supports a number of social enterprises and charities in various ways. As trustee of Magic Bus he aspires to help children 

to learn through sport to choose an empowered life in a sustainable society. Growing up in a family of artists as well as 

art collectors his passion for all kinds of art were groomed from an early age on. He has been collecting art himself for 

more than 25 years and has been following and collecting photography, often from an early stage on, from a number of 

photographers like Edward Burtynsky, Sebastião Salgado or Francesco Zizola. 
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Joëlle and Eric Romba are respectively Member of the board and Chairman of the board of ROCCA (ROmba Collection of 

Contemporary Art) Stiftung, Dresden/ Berlin, Germany. The ROCCA Foundation has been established in 2011 by Joëlle 

Romba, art historian, and Eric Romba, attorney-at-law. It represents part of the collection of contemporary art Joelle 

and Eric bought within the past 10 years. The collection is on display at their private home in a mansion from the 

Jugendstil era in Berlin and can be visited by appointment. Furthermore works are on show at different locations, for 

instance in Dresden, where the foundation is originally based. The collection contains contemporary art works with the 

following topics: photorealistic paintings, contemporary op-art, the search for identity in photography, architecture in 

art, art historian related works thought over. The collection includes paintings, photographs, sound pieces, video works, 

installations, sculptures. The following artists are represented in the collection among others: Daniel Silver, Thoralf 

Knobloch, Gregor Hildebrandt, Evil Knievel, Augusta Wood, Roman Lipski, Daniel Lergon, Kirstine Roepsdorff, Jen Ray, 

Iris van Dongen, Stefan Hirsig, Eberhard Havekost, Katharina Loefstroem, Franz Ehrlich, Philippe Decrauzat, Carmen 

Herrera, Thilo Heinzmann, Joep van Liefland, Leon Polk Smith, Gerold Miller, Wolfgang Tillmans, Davis Rhodes, Slawomir 

Elsner, Julian Opie, Matti Braun, Charlotte Posenenske, Eva Berendes, Ignacio Uriarte, Jose Davila, Noa Gur. 

 

 


